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Travelport and AirAsia sign important distribution agreement
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ETW Staff – Mumbai
Travelport and AirAsia have jointly announce a ground-breaking new partnership which will see AirAsia
distribute all of its fares and ancillary services through the Travelport GDS (global distribution channel) for the
first time.
As part of the agreement, AirAsia has also signed up for Travelport’s industry-leading merchandising
technology including its unique aggregated shopping functionality which will enable travel agents to shop,
compare and book AirAsia and AirAsia X flights alongside those offered by traditional carriers in exactly the
same booking workflow.
The agreement means that Travelport-connected agents worldwide will be able to search and book
competitive fares and popular ancillaries such as checked-in bags, advanced seat selection and in-flight
meals offered by all airlines under the AirAsia group.
Commenting on the partnership, Tony Fernandes, CEO, AirAsia Group said, “The Travelport Merchandising
Platform offers us the flexibility to connect to the GDS channel and enables us to distribute our low fares to
even more travelers as we continue to expand our offering.”
Derek Sharp, MD of Global Distribution Sales and Services at Travelport, said, “I am delighted that one of
the world’s highest profile, low cost airlines has selected Travelport as its partner and is fully embracing what
we can uniquely offer through our industry-leading merchandising technology. We look forward to helping
AirAsia extend their distribution channel whilst providing more in-demand, low cost air content to our 67,000
travel agency subscribers worldwide.”
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